
Name: Mrs. Piersa
Energy Calculations and Heating/Cooling Curves

A) 200 joules, as measured along line BC
B) 250 joules, as measured along line BC
C) 400 joules, as measured along line DE
D) 800 joules, as measured along line DE

1. The graph below shows the heating curve of 1.0 gram of
a solid as it is heated at a constant rate, starting at a
temperature below its melting point.

Based on this graph, what is the heat of vaporization?

A) AB and BC
B) AB and CD

C) DE and BC
D) DE and EF

2. Given the cooling curve of a substance:

During which intervals is potential energy decreasing
and average kinetic energy remaining constant?

A) 1 g
B) 10 g

C) 100 g
D) 1000 g

3. The temperature of a sample of water changes from 10°C
to 20°C when the sample absorbs 418 joules of heat.
What is the mass of the sample?

A) 50°C and 3 min
B) 50°C and 5 min

C) 110°C and 4 min
D) 110°C and 14 min

4. Starting as a solid, a sample of a substance is heated at a
constant rate. The graph below shows the changes in
temperature of this sample.

What is the melting point of the sample and the total
time required to completely melt the sample after it has
reached its melting point?

A) the ice cubes to the air
B) the beaker to the air
C) the water to the ice cubes
D) the water to the beaker

5. A beaker with water and the surrounding air are all at
24°C. After ice cubes are placed in the water, heat is
transferred from

A) 20.0  J
B) 83.6  J

C) 6,680  J
D) 45,200 J

6. What is the minimum amount of heat required to
completely melt 20.0 grams of ice at its melting point?

A) 25.0 J/g
B) 1376 J/g

C) 2,260 J/g
D) 34,400 J/g

7. At 1 atmosphere of pressure, 25.0 grams of a compound
at its normal boiling point is converted to a gas by the
addition of 34,400 Joules. What is the heat of
vaporization for this compound, in Joules per gram?



Base your answers to questions 8 through 12 on the information below and on your knowledge of
chemistry.

     A sample of a molecular substance starting as a gas at 206°C and 1 atm is allowed to cool for 16
minutes. This process is represented by the cooling curve below.

8. Determine the number of minutes that the substance was in the liquid phase, only.

9. Compare the strength of the intermolecular forces within this substance at 180°C to
the strength of the intermolecular forces within this substance at 120°C.

10. Describe what happens to the potential energy and the average kinetic energy of the molecules in the
sample during interval DE.

11. At what time do the particles of this sample have the 
lowest average kinetic energy?

12. What is the melting/freezing point of the substance?


